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Are your trail rides less fun than they should be? Clinton Anderson can help. In Training on the Trail,

he will teach you how to use his method for redirecting a horseâ€™s wayward energy and correcting

his negative behavior. Youâ€™ll learn how to solve such common on-the-trail problems as: 

Spooking Jigging (refusing to walk out)  Grass-snatching Fear of traffic Refusing to cross water AND

MORE!  BONUS: Clinton will show you how to do his signature foundation training exercise,

longeing for respect. Heâ€™ll also summarize his training philosophyâ€”which is all about gaining

your horseâ€™s respect.
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Good book- reiterates much of what is in Downunder Horsemanship his first book. Good

photographs, shows how to use his exercises for jigging, crossing water, how to bend the horse's

face away from traffic so if it startles it has to circle and effectively is disengaging the hind quarters. i

enjoyed it but got more out of Downunder than this little book or Philosophy, which is also good but

the first 1/3 reiterates much of his first book yet again

Clinton is way ahead of every other trainer I've seen. His book was as good as his shows and you

have his info in print to refer to later. I loved it. He goes into detail explaining his techniques so

anyone can understand it. Buy this book!!!

Great book, the advice was clear and concise and perfect for the trail ride.Perfectly practical, I



recommend this book to anyone not yet comfortableout on the trail because of unsafe or unwanted

habits of their horse.Its easy to read in just a day or two. Great to have and share with others.

This little book helped me and my horses greatly with some of the problems we were having. The

idea of training on the trail is a good one but if you go with someone else they have to understand

and tolerate what you are doing. When my partner at work saw it, he asked if it was a magazine. I

looked at it, thought a bit and replied, Ã¢Â€ÂœNo, it's too small to be a magazine."

This book has concise practical advice for common problems you may have on the trail. A very

good review of Clinton's method basics....

This book was really great. It was a concise and very helpful collection of exercises to do on the

trail. Definitely recommend it.

I follow Clinton Anderson's Method so this book just reinforces what can be done while on the trail if

an issue arises.

I really liked this book. It's a quick read and gets your mind in the right place to address the

problems areas.
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